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Industrial
Designer
Loïc Vergnaud, 26
+33 6 61 39 41 44
l.vergnaud.design@gmail.com
1 Rue Daniel
92600 Asnières-sur-Seine

“Good design is as little design as
possible. Less, but better - because
it concentrates on the essential
aspects, and the products are not
burdened with non-essentials. Back
to purity, back to simplicity.”
Dieter Rams
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Skills profile and aspirations

Photorealistic Rendering

Design process

Animation Rendering

Understand problems

Ingenieering knowledges

Materialize ideas
Communicate ideas

Additional skills
(In progress)

3D modeling/rendering
Industrial processes
na
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User experience
Team Work
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3DS MAX
V-ray (for 3DS max)

Core competencies
(Owned)
DTP: Adobe creative suite

Ai Ps Id

CAD: Solidworks, Rhino
3D rendering: Keyshot, V-Ray (for rhino)
3D printing
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Projects Summary
Beaugrenelle Kiosk

Product Design

P5-7

Standard Directory / TabHotel

Product Design

P8-9

Muse

Product Design / Interactivity

P 10 - 11

Digital weathercock

Product Design

P 12 - 14

Angoulême - architecture

Global Design

P 15 - 17

Vendôme

Product Design

P 18 - 21

Bike Lamp

Product Design / Prototyping

P 22 - 26

Unity Lamp

Product Design / Prototyping

P 27 - 30

La Fresh - packaging contest

Packaging Design

P 31

OïO - packaging contest

Packaging Design

P 32

Courvoisier - Packaging contest

Packaging Design

P 33

Nespresso - Retail contest

Retail Design

P 34

Atomik Fruit

Packaging Design

P 35 - 36

FIMM Logistics products

Product Design

P 37 - 40

Sketches

Sketches

P 41 - 43

Socials media / links

Instagram + website

P 44
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Folded Paper
Beaugrenelle Kiosk
This interactive directory has been
designed for Paris Beaugrenelle Shopping
Mall, owned by the Apsys Group (2017).
This directory, lightweighted and feminine,
has been designed with simple shapes,
inspired by folded paper.
Made with white plastics and brushed
aluminium, the directory uses existing
materials in the mall (metal, glass and
white plastic).
I was in charge of the design and the
components integration. I also had to keep
in mind the industrial process of Signall’s
factory.

Sketches Board
Third concept offered to the clients.
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Technical Views
At this point of the conception, I was
thinking about the integration of all the
components.
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Customizable
Standard Directories
I drew and designed many directories and
soon realized that only big companies
can afford custom-made kiosks for their
shopping mall.
That’s why I decided to think about a new
interactive directory, affordable with simple
and minimalist design, smartly made to
be infinitely customisable (prints, lights,
animations) at low cost and production
time.
The strength of this directory is its design,
made with a solid structure and flat large
panels on it. Those panels can be printed
with industrials printers.
The Led panel in the right side works as
a compass, it makes easier the switch
between numerical world to the real world,
by giving customers the right direction to
go when they leave the directory.
Under the deck you can ﬁnd a lighting
signature, visible from afar.
This directory is twice cheaper than a
custom-made directory, perfect for small
structures with small budgets.
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TabHotel
TabHotel is an innovative solution for hotel
booking, check-in, check-out etc.
The TabHotel project has to be
personalizable to smalls companies,
and their differents brand identities and
environments.
Here is an example with the customization
made for Hipark, an hotel company.

Customizations
First client to this directory, Hipark.
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Creativity
Muse Interactive
Experience
The Muse Directory is an interactive
installation, borrowing its principle of
interaction to the human communication
system.
From the observation that many people are
disappointed of their orientation experience
and they don’t want to experience again,
(many breakdowns, failures and boring UX),
the idea was to give back to the user the
desire to touch the screen and re-establish
a sensible relationship with it.
The directory is composed of a touch screen
connected to a light disk, responding with
sensible light to the users behaviour. The
disk uses the emotional human language
(heartbeats, breathing etc.) to interact with
the user and invite him to come and play
with it.
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Interactions Storyboard
The differents steps of the kiosk
interactions. Light behaviour.
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Info 360°
Digital Weathercock
The Digital Weathercock is a innovative
signage tool. Its LEDs panels can display
texts, images, animations and adapt the
content to the consumers.
The arrows can rotate in 360°, That’s make
it the perfect product to implement in big
spaces.
The weathercock can be synchronised with
directories, apps and websites to display
the most popular researches or predict
consumer’s needs during the day.
In the context of a partnership with the
digital manufacturer Charvet, I had the
mission to update their digital weathercock.
The goal was to offer a skin totally
customisable to the identity of the clients.
I had to follow their high specifications
and adapt my new design on it, without
possibilities to change the inside parts.
I kept in mind the industrial process of
Signall’s factory and I played with it to
create a new version, more aesthetic and
customizable.

Before / After
On the left the version by Charvet
and on the right the new version by
Signall for any company
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Printable Parts
On blue, the differents areas
printable to adapt the weathercock
to the identity of the client.

Technical Views
Closer look of the inside, in colours
the new outside shell I designed.
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Bandes dessinées
Champ de Mars
As a freelancer, I had the opportunity to
participate in a large-scale project in
partnership with « The Big Puzzle ».
As a team, we worked for the city of
Angoulême, where the company Klepierre
owns this shopping center called « Champ
de Mars ».
The center was suffering from a lack of
visibility and a weak brand identity. The
mission: update the design of the center
and develop its brand awareness.
We started by studying the history of the
city, that is the French capital of bandes
dessinées (comics), naturally we used this
universe to give the commercial center a
strong identity and visibility.
On this project I was in charge of the
design, Wow effect, graphism, lighting,
inside arrangements and every details of
the project.
This project was validated by Klepierre and
the city of Angoulême and will be finished
for 2018.
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Digital Views
The Wow effect is the signature of
the shopping center, luminous and
colourful.
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Hairbrush
Vendôme
As a freelancer, I developed an innovative
brush holding a unique patent allowing its
user to dry hair faster when brushing.
The hairbrush is a complex product in its
ergonomics since the product must be
suitable for all sizes of hands, several
positions of the object, and taste.
Its main target are women, sensitive to the
“Parisian” lifestyle and the exclusivity of the
product. The colours and materials are neat
and fancy, in order to meet the customer’s
expectations.
The product is currently under design,
the phase of industrialization beeing in
progress.
Here you’ll ﬁnd the ﬁrst iterative step.
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Paper Sketches
I always start drawing on paper in
order to have a better understanding
of the project, product, and goals.
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Sketches
Several sketches of the formal
research phase
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Visibility Safety
Bike Lamp
Simple, powerful and unique, this bike lamp
is outstanding among the others.
This is a personal project, I practice bicycle
everyday to go to work. I quickly noticed the
danger of riding in Paris, and the lack of
bicycles visibility during day and night.
I set myself a goal to realise my bike lighting
by my own way. I did research sketches,
electronics sourcing parts (light rings and
battery), 3D modelling and thought of the
electronics integration.
I then used 3D printing to create my lamp,
and in a couple of weeks during my free
time, I succeeded to build a powerful and
water-resistant bike lamp, usable day and
night.
With this product I feel safer on the road,
since both car and pedestrians can see me
from far away.
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Sketches
I was looking for a simple shape
and found that LEDs rings are the
perfect solution.
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Handmade
I used 3D printing to build the casing,
the different electronic parts and the
plastic fits perfectly.
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The Prototype
The lights are really visible during
both night and day.
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Handmade
Unity Lamp
The concept behind this lamp is Unity:
Unity of materials, process and time.
This light is an accomplishment of a
lot of experimentations, mingling new
technologies and traditional processes
with unity.
The wooden part is made with a thin sheet
of noble wood, folded with hot water in a
mold. This is how I was able to force the
wood to take this squared shape.
The base is in white pure concrete, this
block was cast in a 3D printed mold.
Finally, the supports are made in precious
copper, folded by hand with a unique
process, using only 90° angles, to keep
unity between all parts of the lamp.
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Packaging Contest
La Fresh
“Freshly Guilty, La Fresh“
Here’s a brand concept I created with a
fellow designer for a packaging contest.
We participated to the contest for fun, in
order to challenge ourselves and see how
we can work together... And we won it.

Steel

GLASS

La Fresh brand concept was created for a
packaging concept run by a big Portuguese
Soda Company.
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Packaging Contest
OïO
Another packaging contest I participated
and won the Third place of the contest.
OïO is a range of authentic whole tea leaf
powder that brings the taste of tea to
another level.
OIO moments can happen anywhere at any
time, when you need a break to clear your
mind and refill you energy.
The OIO jar was designed to proudly stand
on you kitchen furniture.
Terracotta and wood compose a noble
package for a high end product. Its dark
sober design evokes the strength and
authenticity of OIO blends.
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Packaging Contest
Courvoisier
Another packaging contest I participated
and won the second place of the contest.
The Courvoisier cognac is immersed in
history. Our target is the young adults who
does not know much about the world of
cognac, its taste and its history.
The consumers are curious and likes to
know what they drink: taste and all that
surrounds her experience.
Courvoisier took part in the inauguration
of the Eiffel Tower. During the World Expo,
countries presented their innovations,
inventions and technological advances.
Today we want to offer Courvoisier this
return to innovation and modernity by
creating a packaging that can offer a real
experience.
Using a digital experience with technology,
like augmented reality is a good opportunity,
to surprise and explore a universe of a
brand and his History.
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Retail Contest
Nespresso
Retail contest for Nespresso, I participated
and won the Third place of the contest.
We create a small scene of Mediterranean
life and give it life. Giving passers-by a
small lively theatre featuring a lifestyle
Nespresso mixing Luxury and Holiday, for
their new Ice Limited Edition.
The main goal was to play with their Iconic
Capsule and create a small world in a
removable frame.
Our design is inspired by the miniature
world, models of cinemas and sets of
spectacle. We used Capsule for the moving
ocean, a big one with the new skin Ice
Limited Edition for the Balloon. And the
Nespresso machine for a church willing on
the edge of the Mediterranean cliff.
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Packaging
AtomikFruits
AtomikFruits is an original packaging
concept, for friends who want to share a
good fruits drink.
The branding of the bottle is inspired of
the periodic table of elements, to refocus
the fruit as a natural element, composed of
atoms and matter.
The drink « the atom of … » is specially
designed for a young target, 25-35 years,
who want to share a fresh fruit juice in order
to replace a traditional beer or syrup.
The sharing and customization are
promoted by the design of the packaging.
You can composed your own 4 or 6 pack
with your favourite tastes or friend’s tastes.
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Ergonomics
FIMM
Industrial Handling
During my last internship before graduation,
I worked for a French industrial company
specialized in materials handling. My
mission was to imagine new products and
provide new vision in this sector.
It was an interesting experience: it’s a
environment where the ergonomics and
safety specifications are set really high. I
learned a lot about the production of my
creations and about industrial processes.
I designed a lot of products, from different
environments, but my big one was to
imagine a new evolution for the company’s
handling trolley. This innovation remains
in the adaptive geometry of the handling
trolley, I used springs to change the
geometry and the inclination to increase
handling and reduce the force required to
lift heavy objects.

Sketches
Some sketches of a grip for a trolley,
I studied hand ergonomic and how
people hold and use a trolley
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Sketches
Paper First
I always start a project on paper, that allows
me to note thoughts, ideas, clients brief and
wishes.
This is a good way to understand problems
and project goals, to avoid useless products
and unsatisfied clients.
On paper, I like to write down every detail,
specification, information necessary for the
project.
Then, when the first phase of understanding
is done, I can start sketching. Aesthetic
views, focus on details, colours, materials
annotations, ergonomics, perspective views
to understand volumes and interlocking
pieces.
On paper I can prepare the conception
phase and get the first feeback from the
client, so I can be sure that I’m in the right
direction.
You guessed it: I never start straight on 3D
software.

Sketches
Aesthetic and technical phase
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Want to see more about me and my work?

loicvergnaud on Instagram

loic vergnaud on Behance

loicvergnaud.com
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